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The Access Virus TI is the pad controller you've been
waiting for. Small and inconspicuous, the stick
conveniently controls the two side buttons, whereas
the built-in buttons are used as FX and parameters.
The isolated sounds of the Access Virus TI lead to an
enormous volume of new possibilities. If you're
looking for patches and presets to add depth to your
work, the Access Virus TI is the right tool for the job.
The Access Virus TI comes with a comprehensive
suite of application tools to make your work as easy
as possible. With the Edit Viewer and the Tempo
Viewer you can easily tweak and experiment with
the sounds. The number of layers you can save
sounds to and the multitude of effects, presets and
sequences available ensure that you can always get
the right sounds with minimum effort. For instant
gratification, the Access Virus TI also features a
trigger pad. The arpeggiator makes each sound in
the bank available as a rhythmic sequence, which
can be played by several instruments at the same
time or by itself. The arpeggiator's intuitive interface
makes it easy to link the pads up with other
performance devices, such as effects and other
instruments. If your ultimate goal is to create an
epic song, then the Access Virus TI is the perfect
tool to do it. The sliders, LFOs and envelopes can be
modulated using the Access Virus TI and also served
to the controller's built-in effects, allowing you to
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combine the sounds in a wide variety of creative
ways. What's more, it has 2 stereo outputs and 1
stereo input, making it easy to interface it with other
equipment. Add in the FX and you have a synth that
will inspire the most experienced producers!
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download virus ti synth sounds access website virus
user soundbanks => (you must to be logged to
download it) cyberworm's soundbank for access
virus b elektronboy - synth starter kit (academic
edition) icon of coil signature bank 2011 ladislav

brezovnik - future trance middlethinkr & erol-
hardstyle sounds need a name - the cs virus pads
mini soundset need a name - the cs virus plucks

mini soundset radian sound lab - dubstep gime d'n'b
soundset richard divine signature sound 2010

summasound soundbank tomek - micro sounset
new! vengeance sound - incubation soundset v1
vengeance sound - trance source 2001 soundset

vengeance sound - virus ti factory bank vengeance
0815 - mini drumset vtg electro patch waveformless

soundbank zeno soundbank ultimate x sounds is
back with psytrance x sounds vol.2 for access virus
ti synthesizer. we know that you liked the psytrance
vol.1 very much. we took it to heart and weve done

everything to make the second part even more
enjoyable. due to the fact that this time we have

created more sounds, the bank is divided into two
parts. vengeance total dance sounds vol.2 30.3 31.

vengeance trance sensation vol.1 32.2 33.3 34.
vengeance ultimate bass exs halion.iso 35.
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vengeance ultimate fills vol.1 36.2 37. vengeance
vocal essentials vol.1 38. ultimate x sounds is back

with psytrance x sounds vol.2 for access virus ti
synthesizer. we know that you liked the psytrance

vol.1 very much. we took it to heart and weve done
everything to make the second part even more

enjoyable. due to the fact that this time we have
created more sounds, the bank is divided into two
parts. vengeance total dance sounds vol.2 30.3 31.

vengeance trance sensation vol.1 32.2 33.
vengeance access virus ti patches (bank 2) 34.

vengeance access virus ti patches (bank 2) 35. the
vengeance trance sensation soundset vol.1 36.2.
virti2basssoundset&# & sound audigy series bass
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